
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 

About us 

 

Future Students 

Joining our Faculty means making the right choice to access one of its highly 

specialised fields thatenable: 

1. The development of your personality at the cultural, scientific and artistic 

levels. 

2. The acquisition of high-level knowledge in both the introductory and speciality 

modules.  

3. Access to an internationalised education opening the door to various other training 

courses in different universities and partner institutions. 

4. The mastery of new skills preparing for today's most current jobs in innovative and 

value-added sectors.  

Programmes 

 Licence 

Translation 

Requirements 

1. Baccalaureate or equivalent degree 

2. Examination of the application file 

3. Written examination 

4. Interview 

 Master 
 Corporate and Institutional Communication 

 Management and Tourist Valorization of the Euro-Mediterranean Patrimony 

 Translatology and Translation Theories. 

 

Requirements 

1. Bachelor's degree or equivalent in humanities and social sciences 

2. Examination of the application file 

3. Written examination 



4. Interview 

Opportunities 

The training courses offered by the FHSS providemany opportunities in promising 

areas of the future, such as: 

- Communication manager (companies, local and regional authorities, public 

institutions, cultural institutions, associations) 

- Digital communication professions  

- Executive Assistant of communication. 

- Cultural Heritage Development Officer 

- Manager of Cultural Foundations 

- Cultural mediator 

- Designer of cultural strategies 

- Freelance translator 

- Certified translator 

- Translator for national and international organisations. 

 

Partners 

IREST - University Panthéon Sorbonne Paris 1 

 

Faculty Members 

Prof. Rachid Benfares 

Prof. Camélia Kerkour 

Prof. Housseine Bachiri 

Prof. Abderrahim Amghar 

Prof. Malika Kettani 

Prof. Farida Bouassoune 

Laura Suarez Campos 

 

Mobility and exchanges 

A significant number of our students are currently on international mobility 

programmes,notably at the Sorbonne - Nouvelle Paris 3 University and the University 

of Lorraine in Metz. The duration of these programmes varies between six months 

and one year. Our Faculty makes of mobility, an essential path to openness and 

enrichment, a vital option in the training of its students. 

 



Activities 

The FHSS regularly participates, within the framework of the university's THINK 

THANK, in reflection activities and debates on issues relating to cultural heritage, 

mobility and territorial governance. 

 

Presentation 

FHSS occupies a central position within EUROMED. It is assigned two primary 

missions. On the one hand, to ensure the teaching of languages and modules 

relating to Euro-Mediterranean culture and civilisation for all the students of the other 

institutions of the university. Thus, it plays an essential role in training students in 

communication skills, andin appreciatingthe values of intercultural dialogue, 

citizenship, and education. On the other hand, FHSS offers its students, in addition to 

the cross-disciplinarycourses, a range of innovative training courses focused on: 

- Corporate communication, digital marketing and social networks, and 

sociology of the media. 

- Mediterranean cultural heritage and its importance for tourism promotion and 

the creation of tangible and intangible wealth. 

- Translation and its significance for national and international organisations, 

territorial planning, and circular economy. 

- Translatology and translation theories. 

 

Dean 

Prof. Abderrahman Tenkoul 

Assistants 

Saloua Lazrak 

Asmae Hannouta 


